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Abstnet. The deductive appmuch is a formal program construction method in which the deriva- 
tion of a program from a given specification isregarded as a theorem-proving task. To construct 
a program whose output satisfies the conditions of the specification, we prove a theorem stating 
the existence of such an output. The proof is restricted to be sufficrent!y constructive so tha: a 
program computing the desired output can be extracted irectly from the proof. The program 
we obtain is applicative and may consist of several ~mtitually recursive procedures. The proof 
constitutes a demonstration of the correctness of this program. 
To exhibit the full power of the deductive approach, we apply it to a nontrivial example-the 
synthesis of a unification algorithm. Unificztion is the process of finding a common instance of 
two expressions. Algorithms to perform unification have been central to manv theorem-proving 
systems :qnd to some programming-langzage processors. 
The tack of deriving a unification algorithm automatically is beyond tbe power of existing 
program synthesis ystems. In this paper, we use the deductive approach to> derive an algorithm 
from a simple, h&&-level specification of the unification task. We will identify some of 
capabilities required of a theorem-provi,rrg system to perform this derivation automatically. 
the 
In an earlier paper (Manna and Waldinger [121) we describe a deductive approach 
to program synthesis. In this approach, ; -rograrn synthesis is regarded as a theorem- 
proving task: Given a high-level specif Ition of the purpose of the program, we 
prove a theorem that establishes the existence of an output satisfying this 
specification. The proof is restricted to be sticiently constructive so that the desired 
program can be extracted directly. This approach is the direct descendant of the 
technique applied, e.g., bar Green [5] and by Waldinger and be [20]. 
* This research was sifpmrted in part by the National Science Foundation under Grants h&23-78- 
02591 and MC!&79-09495, in part by the Office of Navti Research under Contracts NOOO14-75-C-0816 
aud N30014-7&-GQ687, and in part by the Air Porte office of Sziendfic Research under Contract 
AFC%R-Sl-0014. 
*I* A preliminary version of this paper appears in Automatic Program Construction (Cj, Guilio and 
A. Piermann, editors), NATO Scientific Series, D. Reidel Publishling CG., Dordrecht, Nolliand, 1981. 
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1~ &e ea&r paper,, we only applied the techaique 80 very simple examples. In
taco papr, we ansijderr a somewhat more difficult ~k: the synthesis ofa unification 
on is the pmxss of finding a common instance of two expressions. If 
eb a ,imsga& eai$tg+ tb algorithm is -to prodti&“r :st&stiltuti& that will yield 
nsmc4: when app&d to either of the expressions. If nxi common instance 
the algorithm !S to produce a special symbol indicating this situation. The 
r&m appeared inHerbrand’s [6] thesis, but the procedure did 
pread attention until it was re$iscovered by Prawitz [16] and 
~~p~~~~ by Robinson [17] in his resolution principle for automatic theorem- 
,, Sime then,, time algorithm has been used not only for resolution theorem- 
many nonresolution theorem provers (see Bledsoe [l]) and 
ari Usage prt%essors (e.g., PLANNER, see Hewitt 1’71 orPRoEoG, 
Irren et al, [22] or Colmerauer et al. [$I). 
rtance in theorem-proving and other appPications, some effort 
the design of efficient unification algorithr;ci,sl (e.g., Martelli and 
and Wegman [ 151) and the exter.&n of the algorithm 
eories (e.g.* higher-order logic, Hurt [&I; associative and 
, Stick&l [18], Livesay et al. [lo]). 
was the subject of verificatio,n e!!arts (e.g., Waldinger 
d dsefred as an example of automatic de&@ng Itron Henke and 
m [19]). An early attempt to synthesize such a program al p,:ared in Manna 
ldisrger [lS]* Nevertheless, no complete automatic qint3esis, or even 
has been accomplished byany sgst~nr, 
resented in this paper depends on the formulation of a theory 
substitutions. Intuitive observations about’ Gese objects can 
and proved within the theory. In this paper, we f;et down, without 
for the derivation. A full presenta::iion of the theory 
ns is included in our f@thcaming l,took (Manna and 
vation is based is presentetd in full. A summary of 
b”9s of thie deductive appro.- 3h necessary to understand the derivation is 
n be expressed inthe dedu,ctive tableau formalism 
ere informally. We do not attrmpt to describe 
that would enable the proof to be generated autrsmaci~cally. However, 
a~~a~f~ we mnaider what CApabilities would be requirbed bf a theorem-proving 
lwrn ‘to d&over such a proof. 
allows us to express the g’u se of the desired 
algorithm that achieves this p3 ise. In general, we 
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are considerin? *ha synthesis of programs whcse specifications have the forum 
f(a) ck= find z such that R(a, z) 
where P(a). 
Here, a denotes the input of the desired program and z denotes its output, The 
input condition P(a) expresses the class of legal inputs to which the program is 
expected to apply. The ouput condition R(a, z) describes the relation the output 
z is intended to satisfy. 
For example, to specify a program 
nonnegative integer n, we would write 
sqrt(n) e find t such that 
to compute the integer square root of a 
integer(z) and z* G n < (z + l)* 
where integer(n) and 0 =G n.
A specification of the above form describes an applicative program, one that 
yields an output but produces no side effects. To derive a program from such a 
specification, we attempt o prove a theorem of the form 
(Va)@r)[if P(a) then R(a, z)]. 
This theorem states that, for every input a, there exists an outpu,t z satisfying the 
output condition, provided :,-at the input satisfies the input condition. The proof 
of this theorem must be const;.dctive, in the sense zhat, in proving the existence OF 
a satisfactory output z, it must tell us how to find such an cutput. From this proof, 
a program to compute z can be extracted. 
3. Well-founded induction 
The formation of repetitive program constructs in the deductive ai 1 ?-nach 
depends on the application of the principle of mathematical induction. The induc ‘ion 
principle we use is tk principle of ‘well-founded induction’, which applies to a 
wide variety of mathe tic& structures and results in the formaltion of a recursive 
procedure ln the program being constructed. Before we c’dn present he induction 
principle, we must introduce the notion of a ‘well-founded ordering’. 
~e~nii~o~~ If > is a relation over a set S, we will say that > satislfies the decreo;rsira 
sequeme condition if there are no infinite dec#*easing sequences x1, .Q, SJ, . . . d 
elements of S; Le.,, there are no sequences Nick. that 
-zI;- ;~~:~~&~~ * _ . : ’ *., ’ 
t 
relation 2 over thicl kWmeg~ti*~integers 
no corMion, The same relation over a11 the integers 
ilqlwts I bdOR#ij &G a well-founded set, consider an m%itrary input a, 
WuctEOn IkypOtksis 
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we are trying to construct will satisfy the specification for all inputs x that are less 
than Q in the well-founded ordering. 
Application of the induction hypothesis during a peroaf will cause a recursive call 
f(x) to appear in the program being constructed, The condition P(x) will ensure 
that the input x of the recursive call will be a legall input; i.e., it wilt satisfy the 
given input condition, The condition x c u will ensure that the new recursive call 
cannot result in an i,nfinite computation. 
4. l-expressions 
In this section, we define a class of !-expressions that will contain not only the 
expressions, but also cestcx! lists of expressions formed from a given alphabet. 
(a) the ai Jhabet. Supp:. vx that S is an. alphabet of symbols, consisting of three 
disjoint sets: 
C: the constants 
X: the vadubles 
F: the function symbd~. 
Together, the constants and variables will be referred to as the aloms of S. With 
each function symbol of F is associated a unique positive integer, called its arity, 
indicating how many arguments the function takes. 
(b) generatim rules, The expressions of S are constructed by repeated application 
of the following generation rules: 
Any constant of C is an expression; 
Any variable of X is an expression; 
If 4 is a function symbol of F (of arity n) 
and I is a list of expressions (of length n) 
then the result of applying f to the expressions in 1, 
denoted by f l l, is an expression. 
Note that if I = [ZI, Z2, I) . . p &I, then /’ l I is the expression informally denoted by 
f&9 I29 l ’ l 9 t,). 
The I-expressions of S are constructed by repeated application of the following 
generati0n rules: 
The empry list [ ] is an t-expression; 





r I# s*m 
ifsem =s’Qm’ 
thens=s’andm=m’ 
frrp aff eonstan& c1 vrariabks x9 function symbMs f and, f (#of arity n and n’, 
ively), &ts af expressions i and I’ (of len@h R and H’, respectively), l- 
s and snp and lists of I-expkssjons m and m’, 
f,d9 he occusts-ifl relation, We will say that an l-expression s txcufs in an l- 
s’, deruenred by 
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ar d so forth. Formally, these relations are defined by the following properties: 
s zf s’ if andonlyif s -6 s’ors =s’ ( partidify ) 
sfa (atom) 
s7q ] (empty ) 
s+f4) ifandonlyif $9 la pplica tion ) 
s 4 (s’om) if andonlyif s 5 s’or s f m (insertion ) 
for all atoms a, function symbols f (of arity n), lists of expressions I (of length n ), 
Z-expressions s and s’, and lists of l-expressions m. 
We assume as part of its definition that the occurs-in relation is well foundeti. 
This is a way of expressing formally that all the f-expressions are finite. It follows 
that the relation is irreflexive, i.e., 
$ .fi s ( irreflexivity ) 
for ai0 i-expressions . 
The definition implies the following component properties of 4: 
for every function symbol f (of arity n), list of expressions I (of length ta), I- 
expression s, and list of I-expressions m. 
(e) the vars function. The value of vars(s) is the set of variables that occur in the 
I-expression s. Formally, we define 
vars(c) = { } (constant) 
vars(x) = {x} 
vad I) = 1 I 
vars( f * I) = vars(b) 
(empty) 
(application) 
vars(s 0 m) = vars(s) u vars(m) (insertion) 
for all constants c, variables X, function symbols $ (of arity n ), lists of expressions 
2 (of length n), Z-expressions s, and lists of kxpressions m. 
Now let us state a proposition relating the occurs-in relation with the vaps function. 
~~~~si~i~5 (Variables). For every variable y and l-expression s, 
y E vars(s) ifandonly if y 25 s. 
ebmnts of vans(~) are indeed those varhkdti that occur in 
induction over the ocmrs-in relation itself. 
& *~op~~tion of replacing certain sariables off m I-expression by 
informtil exposition of substitutions; 
at a substitution 8 as a ‘Net of repliacements 
,. . *, sN ame distinct variables in X and el, e2,. . * ,, eN are expressions 
Tks, q&mments of ihe form x +X are excluded from sub&q- 
of the form {x * e, x * e3 are: zkot gHow-.$. 
the substitution @, we will refer 20 xi as the vati&Ze 
replacencnt. We will denote iby 
(19): the set of variables that O~“TCUT in el, e2, . . , , OT en 
g such a substitution 8 to an I-expr+&oa sis obtained 
of the variables x1, x2, * . . , and xn by 
ns et, e2, . . . , and e,,., 
then 
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(a) generation rulesA The substitutions me constructed by repeated appliattion of 
the following generation rules. We define the domain and range sets for each 
substitution at the sauae time. 
l The empty substitution { ) is a substitution, 
If 8 is a substitution, 
X is a variable not in dom( 6)) 
and e is an expression distinct from x, 
then 
l the result of adding the replacement x + e to the substitution 8, 
denoted by (x t- e) * 0, is also a substitution, 
w dom((x + e) 0 8) = {x) u dam(B), 
0 rajlge((x + e) * 9) = vars(e) urange(&). 
Note that if 0 = [xl + el, x2 + e2, . . . , x, + e,) then fx .’ m e) 0 8 is the substrtution 
informally denoted by {x o- e, x1 + el, . . . , xn + e,}. Furthermore, 
dom((x e-e) 0 @) = {x, XI, D . . , x,) 
range((x + e) 0 e) = vars(e) 3 vars(el) u l 0 = u vars(4,). 
‘We call 0 the addition function for substitutions. 
We wnll say that two substitutions are equal if they have the same effect when 
applied to an arbitrary Z-expression. But first let us define more precisely what we 
mean by applying a substitution to an I-expression. 
(b) the agply function. Ib 8 is a substitution and s is an I-expression, then the 
apply function s 4 8 is defined, to satisfy the following properties: 
s 4{ )=s (empty substitution 1 
((x + e) 0 8) = e (same variatde) 
((X+e)ot?)=y at? ifx#Y (cfistirzct variable 1
(empty list) 
(applica tisn ) 
(som) e=(s (inswtion ) 
B the subexpression a d proper subexpression Iyelations are main- 
applica*ion ofa substitution. 
n defkte the notion of equality for substitutions:,. Vk -.z will say that two 
dlj and 82, are ~quul, denoted by til = &, if thq agree on all I- 
if and only if 
a~ 4 &+9: s 44 492 for all Z-expressions 5. 
tions are those that have Ibeen Eronstructed by 
e generatick rules; it follows that any substitution 
ts and that the sets @om(@) and range(@) are finite 
can be expresed formally by mn appropriate 
~Mlrac~riz&~~~ (of dumain and range. Let us state two prqositians that: 
rize the drchmain d range of a substitution. 
the set of ali variables affected by the isubstitution. 
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That is, the range is the set of all variables that may be introduced by a sllbst~~u~i~i~, 
Let us now introduce the notion of the composition of two substitutions. 
a 
6. Compodtba of substltut&on 
We define the composition 8 0 8’ of two substitutions @ and tF’ to be fhc 
substitution satisfying the following property: 
s 4 (e 0 et) = (S 4 a) 4 8’ 
for all I-expressions s. In other words, applying the composition 8 0 8’ to an 
Z-expression is the same as applying 8 first, and then applying 6’ to the resul’t 
For example, if 
8 = In: ffW, tJ’=(y+g(a,x)~+b) and s = h(x, y, z), 
then 
s 4 e=h(f(y),y,r) and s d(e 0 #')=(s 4 0) 4 e'= h(f(g(a,x)),g(Q,.u),t). 
It follows from the definition that composition has the fnllowing properties: 
eo{ )=e (right empty) 
{ }oe=e (left ewW) 
(el 0 ez) 0 e3 = e1 0 (ez 0 e3) (associativity) 
for any substitutions 8, til, 6)2, and (93. Because 0 is associative, we may write 
expressions of form (el 0 e2) 0 e3 and e1 0 (e2 0 03) as r;)t 0 6)~ 0 63 without fear 
of ambiguity. 
7. Syntactic categork3 
we will regard constants, variables, expressions, and Gsts as being of distinct 
‘syntactic ategories’. 
Defin&iow. Let S be an a:bitrary alphabet. Then the syntactic catqwies of the 
I-expressions of S are the ’ allowing five sets: 
the set C of constants, 
the set X of variables, 
the set consisting of the9 empty list [ 1, 
the set of functional expressions of form f l 1, where f is 8 function s 
list of expressions (of length R ), 
f non~m~ty kits of form t 0 byd. where t ia an Leq3ression and m is 
I-*xpressions, 
jbmeryx*~xcvaxs(s),fh&ntx 48=x 4tK¶ 
tm~ su&Mutkm agr~ on atl Z-expression prrecidy when they 
Etion tells whlslt happew when all the 
ion are unehaagd by a substitutim: 




In other words, applying a single replaci:ment to an I-expression has ma effect 
if the variable of the replacement does nat t’xcur in the I-expressioa. 
Another consequence of the Agreement Proposition gives a useful &arscteri- 
zation of the equality between substitutions, We have defined two It;ubstltut;ons to 
be eauarl if they agri’ee on all I-expressions., In fact it suffices to show that ‘ihey a 
on all variables: 
&op~itiola (Equality)* _Fo~ sll substitutions fl md 8’, we have 
6 = 0’ 
if and only if 
for every variable x, x 4 Ca = x 4 8’. 
According to this proposition, to prove equality between substitutions it sufkes 
to show that they agree on all variables. In fact, il sufices to cansider only variables 
in their domains: 
Corslllw (Equality). Far ao’l substitutims tp atid 8’, we have 
for every variable x, 
[ 
1 if x E dam(0) udom(6)‘) #farad only if P = 8’. 
thenx 48-=x 40’ 1 
The following proposition relates the addition ans! composition functkns: 
- 
r,r;2%Wa (Addition-composition). FOP eoery SUB s&ration 0, variabk x, tcnlle 
expression e, 
The proof relks on the Equality Proposition. 
wc denote by 3 - x thr: substjtution that has no &ect QG the variable x- 
on all other variables. Formally, we define !3 -X by the 
n and y. it follows”(by the Dlomain PrcqoBition) 
~:, _ 
&MS W&&N us to break down a substitutian into its 
rs in the domain of a substitutioa but nstt in its range,, 
move that variable from any I-expxessi;c n in which it 
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vars(s 4 0) G range(@) u vars(s). 
In other words, if ;a variable occurs in an Z-expression after a substitution, thexl 
it was introduced by the substitution 3r it occurred in the I-expression originally. 
Supl~ose that s and s’ are E-expressions and 8 is a substitution of some alphabet 
S of constants, variables, and function symbols. We will say that 8 is a uPsifier oi 
s and s’ if 
Example. If 
8 = g(x, ~1‘ and s’ = g(y, f(y)), 
then the substitution 
~=b~YJ+f(Y)l 
is a unifier, because 
s 4 0 = s’ 4 8 = g(y, f(y)). 
Note that 8 is not the only unifier of s and s’; e.g., 
A = {x + b, y + b, z + f(b)} 
is a unifier, because 
s d A = s’ 4 A = g(b, f(b)); 
also, 
p=jy+x, H-f(X)) 
is a unifier, because, 
s 4P=s’+ip=g(x,f(x)). tl 
Not every pair of I-expressions has a unifier. For example, there is no unifier for 
s = g(a, b) and s’ = g(x, nr>. 
For, the result of applying apiy substitutio9l 8 to g(a, b\r will be the expression 
da, b) 
_ , ” ’ 
Fir any ftition sytibc4 f (cFf a&y n) and lists 1 
For aalry I-exp wssions t and t’ an4 list8 @jr expressions 
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lUote that, according to our terminology, a substitution is 
than itself, i.e., 
always more general 
for every substitution 8. Also, the empty substitution is more general than any 
substitution? i.e., 
for every substitution @. 
We have observed that ihere may be several dis?inct unifiers for a given pair of 
I-expressions. In fact, any instance of a unifier is also a unifier. 
Pro~gitlon (Instance of a unifier). For aN substitutiom r9 and A and l-expressions 
s and s’, 
?19 is a unifier of s and s’ and 8 *een A 
then A is a unifier of s mad s I. 
Definition. A substitution 6 is a most-general unifier of two I-expressions and 3:’ 
if 
a 8 is a unifier of s and s’? i.e., 
s w9=s’449, 
and 
0 6 is more general than any other unifier of s and s’; i.e., 
for anv substitution A. 
Combining the above proposition and definition, we see that the unifiers of two 
I-expressions are precisely the instances of a most-general unifier. 
CoroIIary (Most-general unifier). For all substitutions 8 and I-expressions s and s’, 
8 is Q! most general unifie7 of s aprd s’ 
tqgemeral unifiei of s and s’. In pwticular, 8 is more 
t-general. IEn particular, h is not more g “wraf than 8; i.e., 
and the constant property of tk apply func- 
iti~$: inot itniqpe; ior example, thq above substitution p is 
~~~‘~~ u ~~~ of s and s’. In particular, b is morg: yccrzeral than 8 and 
and A =p 0(x+-b]. 
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Proof, It suffices to show (by the Most-General LJkfier CorollaryJ that, for an 
arbitrary substitutaon A, 
A is a unifier Bf _?c and e 
if and only if 
{x +A e} agen A, 
i.e. (by the definition of the generality relation agenjr 
xIh==e+h 
if and only if 
A = {x + e} 5 A * for some substitution A *. 
On the one hand, if 
A={x+,)OA* 
for some substitution A *, then 
.x rlA=x d({x+e}OA*) 
=(x 4 {x+e)) 4 A* 
by the definition of composition 
=e 4A* 
and 
by the same-variable property of the apply function, 
e 4A:-=e d({x+e}dA*) 
=(e d{x+e}) +A* 
by the definition of compositioni 
=e 4A* 
by the Replacement Invariance Corollary, because xiQ vars(e ). 
In short, 
x 
On the other hand, suppose 
X 
Then 
A==++-X A)$l -x) 
siti 
tiuw ~itiun~ 
h ir m 




if and QIdy if 
PrapQsrltloa (Domain s.nd range). If 8 is Q most-general, 
l-expressions s and s’, then 
(a) dam(@) s van@) u vars(s’), 
(b) range(@) G vars(s) u vars(s’). 
In other words, the only variables that may appear in 8 ark* th that ur in 
s or 9’. 
This con&d& our exposition of the theory of expressions f;n” 
A unification algorithm is a procedure for finding a mosr. 
unifier for two l-expressions, if any unifiers exist at all. 
special symbol nil, which is assumed to be distinct from any su~s~i~u~on. 
The specification for the unification algorithm may be expre~6 as follows: 
unify(s, s’) * find 8 such that 
8 is a most-general, idempotent unifkr of s tnkld s’and 
OX 
s and st are not unifiable and 
8 = nil 
for ali I-expre:dons s and s’. 
According to the deductive ap~ro~~* then, 
output 8 satisfying this specification; i.e., we ~FWC 
27 
stabiish that if two I-expressions are unifiable, they have 
fet us ~~~~ ahead at the program wrt 
f . Rx clarity, we present the program as I$ yet 
; .actually the deductive approach will pr~&~~ 





For all I-expretiions t and t’ and all lists of I-expre ions m and m’: 
then u&fy(t 0 m, t’ 0 m’) = nil 
d$@4%nifY(f"m, t"m')=&& @ti 




The virtue of this notation is that if P(X) has many ins 
lengthy expression, we would be required to rewrite u many 
Thus, without his abbreviation, the Anal equality atxm wouk9 P
unify(t 0 m, s’~ m’) = unify& t’) 0 unify(m 4 unityt6 t ir, m’ 
In the Z&Z properties, we have given separate 
easy reference. The no property corresponr’3 
property to the case that &j # nil and &I= .lil, 
that &j f nil and $a-# nil. 
Now #et us exambre a proof of the theorem, to see how the 
be constructed. 
The prouf is by well-founded induction over an 
of l~expressiona. R ther than 




on for s and s’. 
or 
29 
ither of the two disjuncts in akis desired conclusion. 
As out inductictrr thesis, we assume that the program unify(r, 8) e are 
cification for aI inputs t and r’ such that :%e 
n the selected orderiri -c”,. in other words, 
al cases, corresponding to the properties 
ach case we will give the property of the 
e proof. Together, these properties constitute the final 
CT that is mast-general, i.e., such that 
r ri satisfies the antecedent s 
enwrap relation ZRenr i.e., 
tisfy the first disjunct of the 
pty su~st~tuti~~ ( ). 
(g) We ignore the nal reqdrement, hat { ) # nil, because any substitution is
distinct from nil, 
_a Therefore, the “empty substitution { } is a most-general, idempotent unifier of s 
and & ~4 sati&& lthe first disjunct of #he desired conclusion 
unify(s, s’) = { ) if s = s’. 
Ca= (dlstimt): s and s’ are nonvariables ofdistinct syntactic ~tegor~es. 
Then we can show that s and s’ are not unifiable, i.e. 
for any substitution A.For, let A be an arbitrary substitution. Recall that, 
s and s’ are not variables, we have (by the Syntactic Cate ition) that 
s 4 A is in the same syntactic cat igory as s, 
s’ M A is in the same syntactic category as s’~ 
and therefore 
s 4 A and s’ 4 A are in distinct syntactic categories. 
Hence, 
s 4Afs’rA; 
i.e., s rind s’ are not unifiable. 
It follows that, in this case, we can satisfy f\e second dli> ‘t\- xs of the desired 
conclusion P(s, s’) by taking 8 to be nil: 
unify(s, s’) = nil 
if s and s’ are nonvariables of distinct syntactic 
17. Cmstmt cme 
Case (distinct): s and s’ are distinct constants c and 6’ re 
Then we can show that <: and c’ are not ~nifiab~~~ i.e.* 
c 
for any substitution A.For, let A be an arbitrary substitution. etf (b 
property of the apply function), 
c A=c and c’ 
A; 
‘9 a: d le. 
It follows th;tt, in this case, we can satisfy the second disjunct of the desired 
wnctusion P(c, 8) by taking 9 to be nil: 
unifyqc, c”) = nil if c f c’. 
x, s’ is an expression e, and x zs e. 
era1 unifier of x and e. However, by the Variable 
nerai unifier of x and e. This suggests taking 
idempotent, i.e., that 
w the quivalent condition (by the Idempotence Proposition) that 
e havg- {from the definition of the domain ar d range), 
and range((x + e)) = vars(e). 
~e~ause x * e, i.e. (by the Variables Proposition) x& vars(e), we havt: 
as we wanted to Fhow. 
We have succeeded in showing that (x t e) is a most-general, idempotent unifier 
unify )=(x*e) ifx f 4. 
case, we find that {x +- 2) is a most-general, idempotent unifier 
ment e is not a variable is not required 
ssib~i~ty hat s and s’ are both variables 
sione,andx 44. 
re not unusable. For, let A be an arbitrary 
Therefore, x and e are not unifiable and we can sstisfy the second isjunct of the 
desired conclusion P(x, c) by taking 8 to be nil, 
The symmetric case, in which s 4~ an expression tr, st is 3 vwiable xp and x 4 
rested similarly: * 
unify(x, 43) = unifyfe, x) = nil if x *Iz e. 
C&se (Z&f): s is a~variable x and s’ is a list sf &cpressions m, 
In this case, we can show that x and n2 are not unifiable* FCW, let A be 
subs,Gtution. Then (by the Syntactic Categoties Proposition), x r) A is an e 
but <rn h is a list of l-expressions; hence (by the disjoint 
categuries) 
i.e., x and m are not unifiable. Therefore, we can satisfy tL se 
the desired con&&n P(x, m) by taking.8 
The symmetric case, in which s is a list 
x, is treated similarly: 
unify(x, m) = unify(m, x) z 4. 
19, Fmctional cases 
to be nil. 
of E-expressions ?83 and s’ is a vari 
Case(sa&: s and s’ are functlonal expressions f l I and f’ * I”, PC!: 
f-j@. 
here 
Recall that (in this case) we are attempting toprove the con&s 
P(f l 1, f l 1’): 
i e., we want s find an output 8 such that 
n hypothesis that (in this ease) 
r 4 u~~~fy(r, I? = r’ unify(r, a’) and 
(##A ,[if r 4 A = P’ +I A then unify(r, r’) ZQ.., h ] and 
(rc, r’) = unify(r, t”) 0 unify(r, r’) and 
u~~f~~~~ r’) f nil 
ebr 
(Vk)[r4Afr’4A]and 
munify(r, ’) = nil 
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*) and consequent of the induction hypothesis are 
t’ to be I’, and 8 to be unify(f, I’). Therefore, we can 
nclusian if we can establish the appropriate instance of the induction 
(1% I”) xun (f l 1, f * I’}. (applicnfion ordering) 
T’he well-founded ordering <,,* will be chosen subsequently. Assuming it will satisfy 
this condition, we have found that the desired corxlusion P(J l 1, f l I’) in this case 
is sati unify(l, t’): 
* I’) = unify(l, I’) if f = f. 
d .c’ are fun~t~~n~~ expressions f l / and f’ . I’, respectively, 
t and f’ 0 I’ me not unifiable. For any arbitrary 
property of the apply function) 
roperties of I-exp 9essioi4. 
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Therefore, we can satisfy the second isjunct of the desired conclusion, in this 
caste, if we take !? to be nil: 
unify(~*1,f’*I’)=nil iffPf. 
In all of the list cases, s and s’ are nonempty lists rt Q m 
where t and t’ ‘tire l-expressions and m and m’ are lists of 
Red that {in the list cases) we are attempting toprove th 
P(tQ ?& t’e m’); 
i.e., we want o find an output 8 such that * 
(tom! 4 @=(t’um’) 4 t?and 
[vA)[i~(tom)+A=(t’om’)4Athen83+A]and 
b=HMand 
8 + nil 
(V?&t 0 m) 4 A # (t’ 0 m') 4 A] and 
8 = nil. 
By the Insertion Unifier Proposition, this d~;oornposes into 4 rdiin such that 
(I) t 48=t’*0and 
(2) m rl@=mm’40and 
(3) OfA) 
if(tom) +A =(t’om’) 4h and 
then 8 agen A 1 
(4 8=tW8and 
(51 8 # nil 
(6) [$[t I A # t’ 4 A or m A fm’dA]and (MM 
(7) 8 =nil. (mYi) 
The separate conditions !*) are numbered for future ref 
establish conditions (I) t ) or, alterI~atively~ conditions (6 
Recall that we have assumed as our induction h~th~s~s 
P(r, r’): if (I; r’) -& (t 0 m, t’ 0 m’) 
3s 
Let us compare this induction hypothesis with our required conclusion C*:). A 
natural approach would be to observe that one of the first :-wo conditions, say the 
tail ~~~~~~~ nditisn (2), 
is identic: 
erted in our induction h we take t to be HI, r’ to be nz ‘, and 8 to be 
~~ify~~~ id). Howe t, we still would have to show the haa*r;i ltnifier condition ( 1 ), 
ut this n~~~t~~n is not necessarily true: a unifier of r-n and in’ need not be a 
unifier of t an3 t’. Therefore, we would fait to prove the condition. 
ttempt CO do the same for the hena wtifier condition (1 ), 
WOUM fail far the time reason; these two required conditions are symmetric. 
tforward approach is to observe that one of the first twc conditions, 
m condition (a), 
is &XI equivalent o the same condition of the induc:ion hypothe! is 
t * ur4y(r, r’j = F’ 4 unifytr, ~‘1 
under a more complex substitution than we considered earlier. 
~~j~~~ (2). Recall the definition of the composition of 
and substitutions 8 hd and &. (“we have renamed the 
to use them.) 
side af our required condition 
a0 
‘b yields the 
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mis trcon_ditian -3s identical to the condition in our induction h~the$i~ 
t 4 unify& t” = t’ 4 unify(r, r’) 
if we take r to be m i&, and &I to be unif 
Let us retain the r the term unify(as 
the ative,match has su 
8 to be (Qhd 01 Btrl 6 
where 
&I is unify{ m 4 6&d, 171’ 4 @hd) 
and &j is any substitution. 
Let us rewrite the induction hypothesis for this case, makin the su~tituti~ns 
suggested by the above match: 
if (m * @~,,ntl 4 (3hd) xun (t 0 m, t’ 0 ?n’> 
then 
We wilf refer to this as the tail induction hypoth 
To apply this tail induction hypothesis, we must establish 
(a) the antecedent 
to ensure that the consequent of the tail induction h~th~sis 
(b) the condition 
to ensure that tk \ second disjunct of the gusnt of the ~~~~ 
will be false, so that the first disjunct must bc true. 
Regardless of the choice of 
of the required conclusion (*). 
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e nib condition (7) of the required conclusion (*), taking 8 
consider these c~~~diti~~~~ one byone, but not in the given order. 
e must find a substiturion @hd such that 
ve condition is identical to the condition that 
unifyk r’), 
induction hypothesis, if we take t to be t, r’ to be I’ and 
F&tin the tabbreviation 
induction hypothesis for this case, making the substitutions 
(VA ,[if b A = I’ +I A then Ohd *gen A] and 
esis 
to ensure that he second isjunct of the consequent of the head indwction hypQthe& 
will be false, so that the first disjunct must be true. 
As usual, we defer discussion of the head ordering condition, thint 
until we have accumulated allsuch conditions, o that we 
<,,,, to satisfy them all at once. 
The head nonnil condition t)hd # nil is not necessarily tru nd r’ ne not 
unifiable. Let us now consider the alternate possibility, 
Ckse (no): d)hd = nil. Then, by our head induction hypothesis, t and f’ am not 
unifiable; i.e., 
for all substitutions A.Therefore, we can satisfy the ww 
and the nil condition (7) of the required conclusion (*), in 
to be nil: 
unify(t * ?& ?’ * m’) = nil if &d = nil. 
C&e: &,, # nil. That is, unifyit, t’) # nil, In this case, our head 
establishes that t&d is indeed a mOSbgtmra1, idempote 
therefore the head urri’er condition (1) is sxisfied. It re 
ordering condition (8) and the tail nonnil condition (9); 
that we can apply the tail induction hypothesis to establish 
(2) of the required.conclusion (*). It also remains to show t
condition (3) and idempotentx condition (4). As usu 
establish the tail ordering condition (8), and defer its proof. 
Proof of the tail nonnil mnditlon (9). The mnditian th 
uflify(m 4 6 hd, ??z’ 4 &d) # nil, is not necessar 
n’ot be unifiable. Let us consider 
Subcase (yes-no): et1 = nil. That is, unify(m 
tail induction hy 
respectively), m 
for all substitutions h.We est 
h or m 
for some substitution A,
i.e., A is a uniliier of t and f’, and 
cause 43~ is a most- eneral, idempotent 
nd t”, we have (by the Most-General, idempotent Unifier ~ropos~ti~~n~ 
t Of m and ml, i. A, we have 
his contradicts 
ence, the 
n establish the require 
That is, the t&l nonnil condition (9). that 
# nil, is true. Let us a ain retrace our steps, to sx what 
umed the tail Q ring condition (8). we know that the con- 
thesis is true (where r and r’ were taken to bc 
cause (in this case), the tail nomtil condition 
nd disjunct of the consequent is false, and therefore 
. This implies that et1 is a most-general, idempotent 
and opt’ N 8m, and hence (by applying the definition of composi- 
t1 is a unifier of m and w ‘. This establishes the tail wrifirr 
son for apptyin the tail induction hvpothesis in e 
dhtons i3 1). It still remains 
ti 
tent Unifier Pro 
We would like to show that then 
Because A is a unifier of t and t’, and tamw &,,J is a 
unifier of t and t’, we have (by the Most-C&era!, 
again) that 
i.e. (by the definition of composition), 
In other words, A is a unifier of m 4 h and m’ 
But then, because &I is a most-general, idem 
m” JI &,d, we have (by the Most-General, Xdem 
again) that 
Therefore, 
Tn short, we ob~~il~ the ~~nditi~n~ 
that we wanted to show. 
We conclude that 
idempotmwx wnditian 
are justrified ir. taking 
d if nil 
ions t and f’, and 
il. 
as the dcffnikm Qf -x,, the subexpression 
,, to be, say, the 
nditlans, and will satisfy the third condition 
~~~~~e~~ this~rd~r~n~ may fail to satisfy the third 
I 8~ may no Ion er be a s&expression of 
For example, if 
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the case that m i&d 5c m, however, it can be shown that the wriabka cd 
?n Ohd and m’ 4 iBha re a proper subset of the variables of t 0 a ad t’ 0 m’; i.e., 
Q, c’) GuTt (s, 8’) 
if and only if 
vars(r) u vars(r’) c vars(s) u vars(s0, 
will satisfy the tail ordetiap condition in this case, Thus, in the above xample, 
and 
vars(t 0 m) uvars(t’ 0 m’) ={x, y, z}, 
and hence 
However, this ordering will fail to satisfy the first two ~n~~~~~~~ Q f 4(unr and will 
also fail to satisfy the third condition in the case that m * J; rTS .alrj??Crl$~= 
m’. For example (by the upplkxztion property of vars), 
van(Z) = vars( f ’ I), vars(f”) = vars(f . I’) 
and hence 
vars(1) u vars(1’) = vars( f l i) u vatsf f l I’), 
i.e., 
In other words, the first condition, (1, Z’> xun (f * lB f l 1’) is nev 
< VBrs ordering. 
The successful ordering x,,,, is a lexico 
< vaw and 41, defined by the property 
b, ro -%I*, (s, s’) 
if and only if 
vim(r) w w-s(f) c= vars(s) v vars(s’) 
condition, 
the ~pp~i~~ti~~~ ordering condition is 
this de~~~t~~n~ the head ordering condition, 
vm! t) s van(t) w rarsQn ) = wm( t Q m ), 
WWS(i’) C VWS( t’) W varstm’) = V%iS( t’ J n2 ‘I, 
nd hence 
s(t)< vars(t’!cvars(tom)uvars:,t’o m’). 
Xn cmz the inclxkx; ip proper, i.e., 
vw ,(t)w fmrsft”)~ vars(t Q mIuvars(t’~ rn’), 
we have 
(I, t’) xun (t Q m, t’ o m’) 
~~~edjat~~y~ n the other hand, if the two sets are equal, i.e., 
vars(t = mjuvms~t' Q d), 
the tjrdering < un, the hmd ordering condition is atso 
thy the trait ~~~~*ri#~ condition, 
(t 0 ??I, t’ 0 F?l ), 




= vars(m) u vars(in’) Urange@& 
. 
s vars( m) u birars( m’) v vars( t) v vars( t’) 
l 
by the Domain and. Range Proposition, 
because is a mQst-general, idempotent unifkr for t and tC 
= vars(r 0 m) w *%rs(f’ 0m’) 
6 
t by the insertion property of vats, 
In she rt, 
vm(m + ehd) uvars(m’ 4 &d) s vars(f * ??z) uvm(f’ b m’). 
By the definition of the ordering -&,, we must either show that this inclusion is 
proper, i.e., 
vars(m 4 4?& v vars(m’ * &) t vars(t 0 vp1) v vars(t” c P9 
or show that 
For this purpose, we distinguish between two subcases. 
&&ase: m 4 (9hd= m, ‘Then (by a compnent property of 4 
&&as& : m 4 @hd #m. In this case, we will show (*), that the &a :l
i.e., 
We have already shown the s inc usion; therefore, itsufIlces to sh 
of a variable z such that 
z~va~(t~m)uvars(?‘*m’) 
but 
z & vars(m 
First, because m &,d jf m, we know (by the Invari~~~~ CzaroU 
vars( m ) n 4Aom(&) # { }, 
LC., therf: is a variable L such that 
) and Z Edom(&d). 
ropcrty of vet) that 
>* 
Then, because z E v rs(m), we have the desired property (t), 
2 62 vars(t Q m) w vars!t’ 0 m’). 
Next, kcause #w is idemptent, we have (by Ideqotence Proposition) 
filf 
nd, th 
iimination Proposition) that 
and hen 
This is the desired property (*t). We have thus established the proper inclusion 
Mm Q &dWV8fs(d Q 6~)~vars(Z~m)uvars(t’~ m’). 
In both mbcases, we can conclude that 
Thus, the t&l arx#&ngr cundition for < 
This mncludeg the entire derivation 
un is satisfied. 
proof. 
roof of the specificatian of the desired theorem. 
rams would have resulted. For example, 
R, we first matched the tail urtifier condi:ion 
ction hypothesis (a er applying the definition of 
hed the symmetris ad ~r$er condition t 
been obtained, and the Ciss cases of the resulting 
46 
else let @Q = unify(t 4 0$, l’ 4 et, 
if O& = nil 
then unifyQt 0m, t’ 0 sn’) = nil 
pmJw+=0:: w&. 
Thisprogram will also satisfy the same specification as the or 
because it examines the list from right to left rather % han left to 9 it may produce 
a different most-general, idempotent unifier. 
pn general, by exploring different branches of rhe proof tree, we may obtain 
families of different unification algorithms analogous to the families of different 
sort programs obtained from a single specification by Clark and Darlington [3]. 
The particular derivation we obtained id not take the efficiency of the final pro 
into account. Other branches ofthe derivation tree lead to more 
algorithms. 
23. Automation of the proof 
rimary objective in examining the above derivation in such detail is to 
the computational prerequisites for discovering the proof automatically. 
Let us review the proof from this point of view. 
The first requirement ofa theorem-proving system for pr~~~~~~ : q athesis is that 
it be able to prove theorems that contain existential quancifit 
mathematical induction. Existential quantifiers are neccssas 
specification i to a theorem, and induction is necessary PO 
constructs into the target program. Although resolution theorem 
prove theorems with existential quantifiers, and severai the 
Boyer and Moore [Z], Huet and I-Iullot [9]) can do proofs by induction, it is rare 
to see these abilities combined, 
The amount of knowledge about I-expressions and s 
produce the above aaf is formidable, If such know1 
system, the system uld then be tailored tc this subject 
generality. On the other hand, if the knowledge were provi 
set of axioms, the system wou+ld also need to know how 
efficiently. 
uch of the derivation pro 
which property to apply next 
In finding the wel~~founded ordering &,, the use of the sets vars(sJ and vars(s’) 
of variables in the l-expressions  and s’ was not su ested by the specification, 
which makes no r~ferenGe to this notion. 
= 8 0 8 was ~n~~uded in the initial specification. 
vitaf pru’t in the ~r~f; however, the unification algorithm 
this property. Had the ~mpote~~ce condition 
n ~qui~~~nt andition would h e had to be invented and 
middle of the proof. 
race ~ndition provided, the proof seems omewhat more 
difficult than cumnt t provers can produce. Our hope is that studying hand 
le us to improve the power of automatic systems. 
ve proof may be beyond the power of current automatic systems, 
~aetiw system could h used to produce it with known techniques. 
This ~~p~~~h requires more human effort, but it still would convey many of the 
benefits of autonqtatic synthesis: 
(a) The person would provide those steps that require cleverness but the system 
ke care of the routine details. 
hatever mistakes the person might make, the system would not permit him 
to produce a program that did not meet its specification. 
would be accompanied by a full proof of its correctness. 
n could be retained, so that if the program needed modification, 
the appropriate portions of the program could be updated without endangering its 
correctness. 
(ej The assumptions on which the correct operation of the program depends 
active system to be successful, itwould have to communicate 
in terms the person would be able to unders*snd. 
alachai, Pierre Wolper, and Frank Yellin, for 
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